Computing the visible portions of curved surfaces from a given viewpoint is of great interest in many applications. It is closely related to the hidden surface removal problem in computer graphics and machining applications in manufacturing. Most of the earlier work has focused on discrete methods based on polygonization or ray-tracing and hidden curve removal. In this paper we present an algorithm for decomposing a given surface into regions such that each region is either completely visible or hidden from a given viewpoint. Initially, it decomposes the domain of each surface based on silhouettes and boundary curves. To compute the exact visibility, we i n troduce a notion of visibility curves obtained by projection of silhouette and boundary curves and decomposing the surface into non-overlapping regions. These curves are computed using marching methods and we present techniques to compute all the components. The non-overlapping and visible portions of the surface are represented as trimmed surfaces and we present a representation based on polygon trapezoidation algorithms. The algorithms presented use some recently developed algorithms from computational geometry like triangulation of simple polygons and point location. Given the non-overlapping regions, we use an existing randomized algorithm for visibility computation. We also present results from a pre-liminary implementation of our algorithm.
Introduction
The problems of visibility and accessibility computations are fundamental for computer graphics, computer-aided design and manufacturing applications. In particular, hidden line and surface removal algorithms in computer graphics are related to visibility computations FDHF90, Hor84, SSS74, HG77 . Similarly, accessibility computations in manufacturing applications are based on Gauss maps and visibility sets Woo94, CCW93, GWT94 . These problems have been extensively studied in computer graphics, computer-aided design, computational geometry and manufacturing literature. In this paper, we are dealing with algebraic surfaces and surfaces de ned using rational splines Far93 that are di erentiable.
Given a viewpoint, the hidden surface removal problem deals with computation of the surface boundary visible from that viewpoint. Most of the earlier algorithms in the literature are for planar and polygonal primitives and hidden lines removal FDHF90, Mul89, SSS74 . In computational geometry literature, many of the hidden surface algorithms simply calculate the entire arrangement of lines projections of edges and vertices of the objects on the viewing plane. Output-sensitive hidden surface algorithms were developed for special input cases like c-oriented solids GO87 , axis-parallel rectangles PVY92 and polyhedral terrains RS88 . Very few algorithms are able to cope with cycles impossible to obtain an ordering among the faces without splitting some of them e ciently. A randomized algorithm to generate the visibility map was given by Mulmuley Mul90 for the general case. The algorithm maintains the trapezoidation of the visibility map and updates it by randomly adding one face at a time. The algorithm is almost output-sensitive. Extensions of the hidden surface algorithm from planar to curved faces are described in Mul90 . A survey of most of the recent results in computational geometry regarding object-space hidden surface removal is presented in Dor94 .
When dealing with curved surfaces, most hidden surface removal algorithms must be capable of manipulating semi-algebraic sets Mul89 . Results from elimination theory and algebraic decision procedures like Gr obner bases are usually used for this purpose Can88 . Unfortunately, algorithms based entirely on symbolic manipulation require in nite precision to represent algebraic numbers. Bounds based on gap theorems Can88 have been used to compute their bit-complexity. However, implementations of these algorithms are very non-trivial and applicability of these bounds in practical situations are still not clear.
Given a model composed of algebraic or parametric surfaces, it can be polygonized and algorithms developed for polygonal models can then be applied. However, the accuracy of the overall algorithm is limited by the accuracy of the polygonal approximation. Other algorithms for visibility computations are based on raytracing or scan-line conversion FDHF90 . These algorithms are slow may take a few seconds for each patch and lead to data proliferation. Furthermore, their accuracy is limited by the image or device precision. These techniques are device resolution dependent and many applications in modeling and rendering demand a device-independent representation TW93 . For example, many data standards for 2-D and 3-D models e.g. Postscript language use higher order or deviceindependent representations.
More recently, a hidden curve removal algorithm has been presented for parametric surfaces by Elber and Cohen EC90 based on silhouette curves. A silhouette curve is de ned as the loci of points on the surface where the normal vector is orthogonal to the viewing direction. In this paper EC90 , they extract the curves of interest by considering boundary curves, silhouette curves, iso-parametric curves and curves along C 1 discontinuity based on 2D curve-curve i n tersections. Given a curved surface model and a viewpoint, the silhouettes on the model partition it into front facing and back facing regions as shown in Figure 1 . The surfaces obtained after partitioning based on the silhouette computation need not be completely visible, as shown in Figure 1 .
We present an algorithm for decomposing a spline surface into non-overlapping regions from a given view-point. Given a model, we represent it as a series of B ezier surfaces using knot-insertion algorithms. Each B ezier surface is partitioned into non-overlapping regions these regions can overlap with each other but not with themselves based on silhouette and visibility curves refer Section 5. Each computed region has the property that it is either entirely visible or invisible in the absence of other surfaces. The visibility curves are computed based on the silhouette and boundary curves. Each nonoverlapping region is represented as a trimmed B ezier surface bounded by silhouettes, visibility and boundary curves. Given a collection of these trimmed surfaces, we then use a slight v ariation of an existing randomized algorithm Mul89 to compute the visible portions for hidden surface removal.
In this paper we assume that the input model is composed of non-intersecting surfaces. Given any arbitrary model, we initially decompose into non-intersecting surfaces using our surface intersection algorithm KM97 . This algorithm uses a combination of symbolic techniques and results from numerical linear algebra. We have implemented the algorithm for decomposing each surface into non-overlapping regions in nite precision using 64-bit double precision oating-point arithmetic.
The actual performance of the algorithm varies with the viewpoint and surface geometry. O n a n a verage it takes about 40-70 milliseconds to decompose one bicubic patch into non-overlapping regions. The main goal of this paper is to present an algorithm for reducing the hidden surface removal problem for spline surfaces to that of polygonal models. Coupled with such an algorithm for polygonal models, we obtain a complete visible surface extraction algorithm for spline surfaces. A preliminary version of this paper appeared in KM98 .
The rest of the paper is organized in the following manner. Section 2 presents background material and reviews algorithms from computational geometry and numerical linear algebra used in the rest of the paper. Section 3 brie y describes an overview of our algorithm. We outline an e cient algorithm for computing the silhouettes based on marching methods in Section 4. We introduce the notion of visibility curves in Section 5 and show that silhouettes and visibility curves partition a general surface into non-overlapping regions. We present algorithms and implementations for computation of visibility curves in Section 6. Section 7 talks about how t o apply our decomposition algorithm to accomplish hidden surface removal and gives some details about our implementation. For the sake of completeness, we also present a v ariation of an existing algorithm Mul89 for hidden surface removal of our decomposed faces in the Appendix.
Background
The overall algorithm for visibility computation uses algorithms from computational geometry and linear algebra. Some of them include trapezoidation of polygons, partitioning a simple polygon using non-intersecting chains, curve surface intersections and local methods of tracing based on power iterations. We review some of these techniques in this section. Some of the algorithms presented here might not be optimal in terms of worst case asymptotic complexity; we compromised it in favor of simplicity and ease of implementation.
Triangulating Simple Polygons
We represent trimmed surfaces as well as portions of surfaces obtained after visibility decomposition using nonconvex simple polygons in the domain. These non-convex polygonal domains are decomposed into triangles for many geometric operations like i n tersections and partitioning.
To decompose a simple polygon into an optimal number of triangles we use Seidel's algorithm Sei91 . It is an incremental randomized algorithm whose expected complexity i s ON log N, where N is the number of vertices in our application, N is typically between 100 and 200 . In practice, it is almost linear time. The algorithm proceeds in three steps as shown in The trapezoidation of the polygon is useful in two ways. We can nd whether a given point is inside the polygon in Olog N time by doing binary search on the trapezoids. Moreover, we can obtain a point inside the polygon in constant time. For the purposes of the visibility computation algorithm, trapezoidation is su cient. However, the triangulation is eventually used for rendering the visible portions. While there are linear time algorithms to triangulate simple polygons, we c hose Seidel's algorithm because there was an e cient in-house implementation of the algorithm available to us NM95 .
Partitioning a Simple Polygon
We use algorithms for partitioning a simple polygon into connected components based on a set of non-intersecting chains. Given a simple polygon P a n d a n umber of nonintersecting polygonal chains C, our task is to partition P. We make no assumptions on C except that each chain ci 2 C in itself should partition P. This algorithm is an important component of our overall algorithm. We use it to partition the domain of parametric patches using silhouette and visibility curves. The goal of this algorithm is to subdivide the original domain of a patch into components each of which h a ve a simple boundary no interior loops. We make use of this fact later in the paper. The problem at hand has been studied extensively in the computational geometry literature and has been solved e ciently namely, Bentley-Ottmann BO79 On+k log n or Chazelle-Edelsbrunner CE88 On log n+k. Typically, these algorithms compute the arrangement of the line segments and then generate the partitions by w alking the faces of the arrangement. We have a implemented a slightly modi ed version. A feature of our implementation is that along with the partitions, we also obtain the connectivity b e t ween them. This is used to verify the correctness of our results. Let us assume for the sake of simplicity that the chains do not form a loop inside the polygon. This is because partitions surrounding the loop will not have a simple boundary anymore. We treat this case separately in our algorithm. Details are provided at the end of the algorithm description. The main idea in this algorithm is the fact that since the chains are non-intersecting, each of the partitioned region starts and ends at intersection points with the polygon of the same chain. Figure 3 shows a simple polygon P and three non-intersecting chains a, b and c. Since the vertices of each c hain are given in a speci c order, we shall assume that to be the direction of the chain. The algorithm works in two steps.
Find all the intersection points of each c hain with the polygon and number them according to the order in which they occur. We associate three elds with each i n tersection point -the chain corresponding to each i n tersection point type, the number of the intersection point within the chain rank, and whether the chain was coming in or going out of the polygon at this point in or out. For example, the intersection point a1 in the gure has type = a, rank = 1 and in or out = out as its three elds. The in or out eld is actually unnecessary because rank has that information. However, we use it for ease of description. Given all the intersections, we traverse the polygon starting from an arbitrary vertex. We use a stack as a data structure to compute the partitions. Let us assume that we start traversing the polygon from vertex v0 in an anticlockwise order for the example given in the gure. Given this traversal, we can order the intersection points around the polygon. In the example, the order would be a0, b3, b2, b1, c0, c1, b0, a3, a2, a1. A s w e proceed from vertex vi to vi+1 in the polygon, we retrieve all the intersection points of the various chains with the edge vi; v i+1 in order. If q is an intersection point, and let p be the point on the top of the stack. To determine if q is pushed or p is popped, the following condition is checked. appended to the vertex this chain will be a part of the partition that involves this vertex currently on top of the stack the one that was below p.
After traversing the polygon completely once, we would have obtained all the partitions. At this point, we h a ve partitioned the domain using chains that end at the boundary of the domain. However, any loop that is present inside the domain must lie inside one of the partitioned regions. Each of the loops starting from the innermost if the loops are nested themselves form a partition. The remaining part of the region they have boundaries with multiple components are broken into simple regions by i n troducing a simple horizontal cut from the loop to the boundary of the partition or the next outer loop. The horizontal cut is made by c hoosing a point whose y-coordinate lies between the y extents of the loop and drawing a horizontal through the point.
Curve Surface Intersection
Computing the intersection of curves and surfaces is needed to nd whether a given surface is occluded. Given a surface patch that is guaranteed to have the same visibility for all its points, we shoot a ray from a point on the surface to the viewpoint and determine if the ray i n tersects any other surface between the chosen point on the surface and the viewpoint. If the number of intersections is 0, the surface is visible, otherwise it is not. We use some recent algorithms for these intersections based on eigenvalue computations MD94 . The algorithm we describe here can be used for any degree curve and its complexity is cubic in the degree of the curve. Therefore, even though the problem of ray-surface intersection is much simpler, our algorithm does not su er because of its generality.
Given a parametric representation of a surface Fs;t F : R 2 ! R 3 of degree m n, w e compute its implicit representation using resultant methods Dix08 and obtain a matrix formulation Mx;y;z;w. The entries of this matrix are linear polynomials in x; y; z; w of the form ax + by + cz + dw so that the set fx;y;z;w : DetMx;y; z; w = 0g 1 is exactly the surface in homogeneous coordinates. One main advantage of this method is that we do not have to compute the large determinant which is highly unstable numerically. W e substitute the parameterization of the curve, say Gu = Xu; Y u; Zu; W u of degree d, i n to Mx;y;z;w and obtain a univariate matrix polynomial Mu. The problem of intersection computation is thus reduced to computing the roots of the non-linear matrix polynomial Mu. The algorithms that are used to compute the roots of a matrix polynomial require a power basis representation. However, our polynomial which is in the Bernstein basis is easily con- 
Power Iterations
We use marching methods to trace the visibility curves see Section 5. At each iteration, we pose the problem as an eigenvalue problem and use local methods to compute points on the curve. Power iteration is a fundamental local technique used to compute eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a matrix. Given a diagonalizable matrix, A, there exists an orthonormal matric X= x1;x2; : : : ; xn such that X ,1 AX = Diag1; 2; : : : ; n and j1j j2j : : : j nj. Given a randomly chosen unit vector q0, the power method produces a sequence of vector qk as follows: zk = Aqk,1; qk = zk= k zk k1; sk = q T k Aqk; where k zk k1 refers to the in nity norm of the vector zk. sk converges to the largest eigenvalue 1 and qk converges to the corresponding eigenvector x1.
The basic idea of power iterations can be used and modi ed to obtain the eigenvalue of a matrix A that is closest to a given guess s. It actually corresponds to the largest eigenvalue of the matrix A , sI ,1 . Instead of computing the inverse explicitly which can be numerically unstable, we use inverse power iterations. Given an initial unit vector q0, w e generate a sequence of vectors qk as Solve A,sIzk = qk,1; qk = zk= k zk k1; sk = q T k Aqk;
We use inverse power iterations to trace curves. We formulate the curve as the singular set of a matrix polynomial and reduce it to an eigenvalue problem. Given a point on the curve, we approximate the next point o n the curve b y taking a small step-size in a direction determined by the local geometry of the curve. We use this point as our guess and use inverse power iterations to converge back to the curve. The reader is requested to refer to KM97 to get more details on how w e perform curve tracing using inverse power iterations.
3 Overview of the Algorithm In this section, we brie y describe the algorithm. The details of individual steps of the algorithm are described in later sections. For the purposes of this paper, we assume that the viewpoint is situated at z = ,1 so that the projection on the viewing plane is orthographic. Given a scene composed of non-intersecting B ezier patches and a viewpoint, we perform the following steps for each patch.
Compute the silhouette curves on the patch for the given viewpoint. Partition the domain of the B ezier patch as determined by the silhouette curves. The boundary of each partition is made up of the original boundary curves or the computed silhouette curves. For each partition so generated, Trace out visibility curves curves in the interior of the partition that have the same projection on the image plane as that of the boundary curves by following the boundary curves. Partition the domain according to the visibility curves The set of partitions obtained after executing this algorithm satisfy the property that each partition is nonself-occluding. This fact is proved later in Theorem 2. The main complexity of the algorithm lies in the computation of the silhouette and visibility curves. We use a combination of symbolic and numeric techniques to evaluate these curves explicitly.
Silhouettes
Silhouette computation forms an important part of visibility algorithms for curved surfaces. Intuitively speaking, a silhouette curve is the locus of all points on the surface where the normal vector to the surface at that point is perpendicular to the line of sight. We shall restrict our discussion to surfaces whose silhouette from a given viewpoint is a curve on the surface. The property of the silhouette curve is that it subdivides the surface into front and back facing regions. However, as shown in Figure 1 , silhouettes alone are not su cient to determine all visible regions. In this section, we describe an algorithm to compute the silhouette curve on a parametric represented as B ezier Far93 patch e ciently. Some assumptions are in order about the kind of surfaces we deal with. We assume that the surfaces are not self-intersecting purely for exposition. In the most general case, we can compute the intersection curve using the algorithm described in KM95 and partition the surface into non-intersecting pieces.
We assume for the sake of simplicity that the viewpoint is located at 0; 0; ,1 and that the view direction is towards positive z-axis. It is easy to see that even if this is not the case, one can always achieve i t by applying an appropriate perspective transformation to the control points of the parametric surface Fs;t.
We also require that all the surfaces are di erentiable everywhere. We formulate the silhouette curve a s a n algebraic plane curve in the domain of Fs;t. There is a special case here that needs to be addressed here. Earlier, we said that the silhouette curve partitions the surface into front Nz 0 and back-facing Nz 0 regions. However, there could be cases when Nz starts positive, touches zero and then becomes positive again. Saddle-shaped regions oriented appropriately are examples of these cases. These are not the generic case and small perturbations of the view direction is enough to remove these cases RE93 . Further, the algebraic formulation of the silhouette curve a b o ve does not preclude the possibility of singularities self-intersections. We believe that singularities of silhouettes in object space are also non-generic and a similar perturbation of the view direction should remove them. However, we are not able to prove i t o r p r o vide a good reference for it. For the rest of this paper, we will assume that the silhouette curve does not contain singular points.
Silhouette Computation
Let us denote the projected silhouette curve corresponding to DetMs; t by Ds; t. If the B ezier patch Fs;t is of degree m in s and n in t, the curve Ds;t has degree at most 3m + n. This is a high degree algebraic curve.
Our task is to evaluate this curve i.e., its topological type completely and e ciently inside our domain of interest.
Our approach is based on marching along the curve using local geometric properties of the curve. All marching methods require at least one point o n e v ery component of the curve inside the domain of interest. We adopt di erent methods to compute starting points on open intersect the boundary of the domain and closed components or loops.
To A m uch harder problem is to determine if the silhouette curve has loops inside the domain of the surface, and if so to compute at least one point o n e a c h o f them. We use the fact that the silhouette curve i s a n algebraic plane curve that is continuous in the complex domain. Since the coe cients of the curve are real, all complex portions of the curve m ust occur in conjugate By following all the complex paths inside the domain we can locate at least a single point on each loop. Figure 4 shows the presence of loops in silhouette curves.
Given a point on each component of the silhouette curve, marching methods obtain approximations of the next point b y taking a small step size in a direction determined by the local geometry of the curve. Based on the approximate value, these algorithms use local iterative methods to trace back on to the curve t o e v aluate the silhouette curve. We h a ve developed an algorithm based on inverse power iterations section 2.4 to trace the curve. The details of the complete algorithm are presented in KM97 . Our algorithm evaluates the silhouette curve at discrete steps to create a piecewise linear approximation. The tracing algorithm has been implemented and tested on a variety of examples and has proved to be fairly robust. Rp = fs 2 S , C j 9 a continuous path from p to s without crossing Cg Rq is de ned similarly for a point q 6 2 Rp, if such a q exists. Now w e h a ve to show that Rp Rq 6 = ;.
Let us assume the contrary. Then there exists a point r 2 Rp Rq. This implies that there is a continuous path without crossing C from p to r and r to q, and hence from p to q. This is a contradiction. 2
From the above lemma we can conclude that S can be partitioned into a set of regions R such that the boundaries of each region 2 R consists of original surface boundaries and silhouette curves. The domain of each patch is represented as a simple polygon in counterclockwise order. For example, a complete tensor product B ezier patch has its domain polygon as f0;0; 1; 0; 1; 1; 0; 1; 0; 0g. W e then use our partition polygon Section 2.2 routine to subdivide the domain into disjoint regions.
We n o w state without proof a fundamental theorem from vector calculus called the global inverse theorem which provides the basis for our method Ful78 . Theorem 1 Let F be a c ontinuously di erentiable mapping de ned o n a n o p en region D 2 2 , with range R 2 2 , and let its Jacobian be never zero i n D. Suppose further that C is a simple closed curve that, together with its interior, lies in D, and that F is one-to-one on C. Then the image , of C is a simple closed curve that, together with its interior, lies in R. F urthermore, F is one-to-one on the closed r egion consisting of C and its interior, so that the inverse transformation can be dened on the closed r egion consisting of , and its interior.
2
The importance of this theorem lies in the fact that properties of the entire region can be argued by looking at the properties of its boundary. We denote the set of regions obtained after partitioning by R. Henceforth, we shall be considering a single element of this set 2 R. Because of the previous lemma, we can conclude that the interior of each 2 R have n o vanishing Jacobian. Therefore, global inverse theorem applies on each of the regions in R.
Visibility Curves
In the previous section, we described a method to compute silhouettes. We shall now i n troduce the notion of visibility curves and elucidate their role in determining visibility.
Consider a region 2 R. Let us denote the boundary of by @ and the interior of , the open set , @ , by int .
De nition 1 Given a region 2 R, the visibility curves on , V , is de ned as the locus of points, V = fpijpi 2 int ; 9pb 2 @ ;Mpi = Mpbg: 2 Figure 6 shows a helical patch with no silhouettes. Figure 7 shows the visibility curves computed on the same patch. The visibility curves are also shown in the domain of the patch. The patch in Figure 6 is deliberately transformed to provide a better view. Lemma 4 provides a constructive method to nd all the visibility curves. Given the boundary curves of each region, we have to determine all the intersections among the various curves comprising the boundary projections including self-intersections. We are assuming that the boundary Proof: The main idea of the proof is to show that any simple closed curve C in intk is one-to-one under M.
Since the Jacobian never vanishes in the interior of each region, we use the global inverse theorem to conclude that the entire region on and inside the closed curve C is one-to-one. Since choice of C is arbitrary, w e can conclude that intk is one-to-one. We w ould like to reiterate our earlier assumption that the boundary curves are in general position so that their projections intersect only in discrete points.
Consider an arbitrary curve C 2 intk. Assume that C is not one-to-one under the projection mapping M. Therefore, there exists at least two points p1 and p2 such that Mp1 = Mp2. Consider a simple path say path1 from p1 to a boundary point pb1. Since M is a continuous map, there must be a corresponding path path2 from p2. Let us assume that path1 reaches the boundary point pb1 rst, and that the point on path2 that has the same projection as pb1 is p 0 2 . Since Mpb1 = Mp 0 2 , p 0
2 cannot be an interior point otherwise, it is part of the visibility curve. So p 0 2 is also a boundary point. However, since pb1 was an arbitrarily chosen point, all its choices must lead to p 0 2 s on the boundary. But this contradicts our assumption about boundary curves being in general position. Hence any curve C must be one-to-one under M.
Using C and the global inverse theorem, w e conclude that the interior of every region k 2 K is one-to-one under the projection mapping M. 2 6 Computation of Visibility Curves In this section, we will describe our method to compute visibility curves. The whole algorithm is split into two parts -i nding all the intersections on the projected boundary curves, and ii tracing each visibility curve.
Boundary Intersections
After partitioning based on silhouettes, we obtain regions whose boundaries consist of parts of the original boundary curves of the patch and the silhouette. Let us consider a single region whose boundary is made up of a set of original boundary curves, B, and another set of silhouette curves, L. Each element o f B is represented by the corresponding B ezier curve and the interval of parameter values in which i t i s v alid. We also maintain the projection of the boundary curves as a polygonal chain in order to obtain its intersections with silhouette curves. Each element o f L and its projection under M is maintained just as a polygonal chain. In order to compute all the intersection points on the projection, we m ust detect all self-intersections in each element o f B and L and intersections between elements. Overall, there are only four basic categories in which all of them fall. We shall discuss each one in detail.
1. Intersection between two boundary curves:
Basically, this case reduces to nding the intersection points between two B ezier plane curves. Let f and g be two plane curves parametrized by u and These are two equations each of degree n , 1 i n u and v. By eliminating u from these equations using Sylvester's resultant, we g e t a 2 n , 2 2n , 2 matrix polynomial of degree n , 1. We reduce this problem to one of nding eigenvalues of an associated matrix of size 2n,1 2 . This gives all the self-intersections on the boundary curve. give rise to a zero dimensional solution set. However, it is not feasible to solve these four equations directly because of the high degree of the silhouette curve and the algebraic complexity of the resulting system. Therefore, we use piecewise linear approximation of all silhouette curves as the rst iteration in our intersection computation. We treat the chain as a set of line segments. Each i n tersection point obtained is then re ned using local minimization methods we use Powell's method using Accuracy of Silhouette curve: The use of a piecewise linear approximation for the silhouette curves may seem limiting considering that points on this curve are used as starting points for tracing visibility curves. However, the points are not chosen from the linear approximation. We maintain the linear chain only to compute a starting guess to the actual point on the silhouette curve quickly. Given this approximation, we re ne it using the analytic form of the silhouette curve and the boundary curve if given in analytic form. The re nement is carried out until the point is within a user speci ed tolerance to the actual silhouette curve. Once all the intersection points are computed, we are ready to trace all the visibility curves.
Tracing Visibility Curves
Given the starting point of each visibility curve, we are ready to trace it. Figure 10 shows the tracing of a visibility curve i n the domain of a region and in projection space. Points a and b have the same projection point p. Let the curve b2
in Figure 10b correspond to the portion of the boundary from a to c see Figure 10a . The boundary of the region on the domain is represented as a polygon obtained after partitioning based on silhouettes. Let us assume that at an arbitrary step of the tracing method we are at point e on b2 and at f on the visibility curve. Both e and f have the same projection point p1. Let It is possible to use Newton's method to solve the above set of equations. However, as we will see, this method has some problems. Let us assume that point b on the boundary is on a silhouette. We proved that a silhouette point is one where the Jacobian vanishes. Therefore, Newton's method does not perform well close to silhouette points. Inverse power iteration su ers from no such problem.
Tracing terminates when one of the following two cases occur. Therefore, after each step of the tracing process we h a ve to check for containment of a point inside an arbitrary simple, but not necessarily convex polygon. This could be very expensive unless some processing is done on the polygon. We use Seidel's trapezoidation algorithm created during triangulation to create trapezoids by horizontal decomposition in ON time. Any point can then be determined inside or outside in Olog N time.
The second case occurs when the visibility curve hits the boundary curve and then continues along it. This will not be detected in the previous case, and hence, has to be checked explicitly.
After computing all the visibility curves, we calculate all the partitions induced by the visibility curves in each region using the partition polygon routine. Figures 11 and 12 show the partitioning of the patches in Figure 1 and Figure 6 using the visibility curves. Each partition thus obtained is one-to-one under projection. It transforms the original visibility problem into one of n polygon-like surfaces in space. The analysis given so far partitions all parts of a given surface, while only the far regions need to be partitioned. A simple check before tracing visibility can reduce the time and space complexity of the algorithm.
Application to Hidden Surface Removal
In the previous sections, we l o o k ed at the visibility problem for a single patch. After partitioning each patch based on silhouettes and visibility curves, each region is one-to-one under the projection operation, and can now be treated as a polygon. We shall, therefore, refer to each such region as a face. Recently fast randomized algorithms have been developed that can handle this problem for polygonal models Mul89 . We present Our nal goal is to output trimmed patches of the scene that are visible from the given viewpoint. We shall assume for simplicity that the faces input to this algorithm are non-intersecting. If they are intersecting, we may h a ve to compute all the pairwise surface intersections KM97 and split them into non-intersecting faces. It is possible that in many curved surface models generated using constructive solid geometry or surface tting algorithms, adjacent patches almost always share sections of boundary curves. This can cause problems when projecting one such curve i n to the domain of the other and computing curve-curve i n tersections. However, if any extra information about the adjacency between the various patches in the model is known, we can avoid the computation of such degenerate intersections. Many o f the current modelers are capable of producing the adjacency information of such models.
Implementation and Performance
The algorithm to compute non-overlapping regions using silhouette and algebraic curves has been implemented. The algorithm uses existing EISPACK and LAPACK routines for some of the matrix computations. At each stage of the algorithm, we can compute bounds on the accuracy of the results obtained based on the accuracy and convergence of numerical methods adopted like eigenvalue computation, power iteration and Gaussian elimination. Our implementation uses EISPACK GBDM77 routines in Fortran to compute the eigenvalues of matrices. The algorithm was run on a SGI Onyx workstation with a R4400 CPU with 128 Mbytes of main memory.
We h a ve not implemented the randomized algorithm for performing the general hidden surface removal. Currently, our system takes a set of parametric patches and computes its decomposition into non-overlapping regions. Table 1 shows the performance of our algorithm on certain parametric patches. The time shown for curve Table 1 : Performance of our algorithm computation is the total time for silhouette and visibility curve generation, and the column for running time gives the total time taken by the algorithm for curve generation and producing the non-overlapping partitions.
8 Conclusion We h a ve presented an algorithm for computing the visible portions of a scene composed of curved parametric surfaces from a given viewpoint. We h a ve also given a method to compute the silhouette curve e ciently and correctly. We i n troduced the notion of visibility curves, which are used to partition each patch i n to nonoverlapping regions. The algorithm has been implemented in oating point arithmetic and performs well in practice.
Appendix
We n o w present a slight v ariation of the hidden surface removal algorithm of Mulmuley Mul89 .
The input to the algorithm is a set of n faces with their boundaries represented as a collection of B ezier curves and piecewise linear chains. We also have the entire face boundary as a closed simple polygon. It will be used during the tracing step. We provide an overview of the algorithm rst. Let us represent the set of faces by H = fh1; h 2 ; : : : ; h ng. Let V i denote the collection of visible regions after adding i faces in random. The i faces already added are kept in the set Q. W e w ant t o compute V n . After i steps of the algorithm, we maintain V i . A t the i + 1 st step, we pick a random face hi+1 from the set H n Q. F or each face in V i , w e nd all the boundary intersections with the face hi+1 using the method described in the previous section. Let us consider a speci c intersection point p; q such that p lies on the boundary of one of the faces in V i and q lies on the boundary of hi+1. If the z,coordinate of p is less than that of q p lies in front o f q, then project the boundary curve on which p lies on hi+1, else the other way around. Tracing is accomplished by i n verse power iteration, which w as described in both Sections 2.4 and 6. The equations used to trace these curves is exactly the same as those used in Section 6. Tracing is done for all the intersection points. We partition appropriate faces by their projection curves and locate a point r inside each of the partitioned faces. Since all points inside one region is now e n tirely visible or not, we c heck only on one point. We shoot a ray from the point r to ,1 in the z,direction and nd the number of intersections with faces of V i fhi+1g. The curve surface intersection method used is described in Section 2.3. If the number of intersections is 0, this face is added, otherwise it is discarded. All the faces that were not partitioned in step i + 1 are retained in V i+1 . After all the n faces are added, we obtain V n . We shall now provide the pseudo-code for this algorithm. For ease of writing the pseudo-code, we shall assume that we h a ve a routine project boundary curves that takes two faces as parameters and computes all the projected boundary curves as described above. It returns 0 if there are no boundary curves between the two faces, otherwise, it returns 1. We also have another routine called partition face that computes the partition of the face using the projected boundary curve. Figure 13a are the projected boundary curves drawn on the objects behind. Figure 13b shows the result of the algorithm on the set of faces. The complexity of this algorithm varies according to the order in which the faces are added. Therefore, by adding the faces randomly we reduce the expected running time of the algorithm. The output of the algorithm is a set of visible portions of patches represented as trimmed surfaces. The accuracy of the trimming curve can be adjusted according to the preferences of the user by c hanging the step size in the tracing method.
